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At ABC Commercial, we love great formats, and offer
distinctive, high quality programs for local adaptation
for a range of timeslots and platforms around the world.
Our diverse catalogue of award-winning programs spans
multiple genres – including factual, children’s, comedy,
drama, lifestyle and entertainment.
For more information and to see our full formats
catalogue visit abccommercial.com/contentsales.
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Latest Formats

Lifestyle and Entertainment
Pulse

Surfing the Menu

A stunning and emotional medical drama, based on a true story.

Now in its fifth season, this globally successful series combines travelogue,

When successful high-flier Frankie is brought crashing to earth by chronic

cooking and adventure as it follows two young celebrity chefs as they

kidney failure, she targets an alternate future. Eight years on she is in
her second year as a practising doctor, inspired by Berger, the man who
saved her life, and driven to use her second chance to save others, she
must confront an ailing health system and face her toughest challenge –
learning to let go.

adventure around Australia. Along the way they cook delicious and
inspiring meals using local ingredients - and catch some amazing waves
too. The latest series reenergises this successful brand with fresh talent
and all new adventures. Passionate and enthusiastic hosts travel and cook
with a focus on fresh new ingredients, sustainable healthy food
and lifestyles.

8 x 60’ Drama
Clandestine Beyond

45 x 30’ (5 series) non scripted
Mago Films / NoMa Films

Gardening Australia

Spicks and Specks

A magazine-style series providing practical, realistic, and credible
horticultural and gardening advice, inspiring and entertaining those
with a love of gardening. Presented by leading horticultural experts and
passionate gardeners, Gardening Australia is a valuable resource to all
gardeners. The series regularly features stories from remote and naturally
beautiful regions, along with tips on organic gardening, recycling, pruning,
and container gardening. Even the laziest armchair gardeners can become
expert botanists!

A highly entertaining, quirky and at times totally crazy, music themed
show with a unique vibe and the right mix of music and comedy. This
long-running half hour series appeals to everyone - not just music lovers!
Team Captains and their celebrity contestants go head to head as they
sing, shout and delve deep into the recesses of their collective minds to
help their team to victory. Live music, singing and joking, long forgotten
video clips, album covers, and loads of information you never thought
anyone could know, combine to entertain and enlighten a huge family
audience.

Ongoing half-hour series Lifestyle and Entertainment
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

297 x 30’ (8 series) non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Hello Stranger

Kitchen Cabinet

A contemporary snapshot of people across the country, from all walks
of life and backgrounds. Over 10 episodes, the series talks to everyday
people in the street and solicits their thoughts and opinions on a myriad
of topics then follows one person home and delves in-depth into the story
of their life.

This series leads us into the homes of notable politicians, engaging viewers
in a way that a press conference never could. During the visit, respected
journalist Annabel Crabb talks food, recipes and politics with MPs from all
sides of the political fence. Revealing a relaxed side of Australia’s leading
political players, she delivers a refreshing perspective persuading them to
drop their guard, get beyond the sound bite, and show off their skills in
the kitchen. Broadly appealing to cooking enthusiasts, politics-tragics, or
the generally inquisitive, Kitchen Cabinet proves that successful primetime
entertainment starring politicians is possible.

Filming in all corners of the country, from the outback to the beaches of
the Gold Coast, Hello Stranger interviewed over 300 people cast directly
off the streets. Get up close and personal with an Instagram celebrity and
spray tan addict; a debutante ball instructor; an apprentice magician; a
10 x 20’ Factual
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

4

AWARD
WINNER

cage fighter; a Sudanese hip-hop artist and more.

Half hour series (6 series) non scripted
Also available Canberra Aldesco 13 x 5’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Series five achieved an impressive cumulative reach of over 3 million.
Generated one of the top ABC Facebook posts of 2015!
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Lifestyle and Entertainment

Lifestyle and Entertainment

The Book Club

Cheese Slices

Now in its eleventh season, The Book Club is a nationally televised book

Filmed on location in the world’s most beautiful countryside, Cheese Slices

club that gathers together booklovers on a monthly basis. With a host
and regular panellists, each episode is an explosion of robust and
passionate discussion covering two books — one new release, and one
enduring classic. The selected titles are announced ahead of time so that
the TV audience has a chance to get involved, read the book and allow

is a passionate look at regional cheeses from the traditional to the
innovative. A historical and culinary discovery, the show has explored
26 countries and their artisanal cheesemaking history. In the latest series,
Master of Cheese Will Studd travels to discover illegally smuggled cheese
in Brazil, the world’s most expensive cheese in Sweden, Burrata and
Pecorino in Italy, and Mac and Cheese in the United States.

The Book Club to lead the discussions.
AWARD

Non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

63 x 30’ (including Series 8) non scripted
Fromagent Australia / Squid Ink Media

WINNER

The New Inventors

Poh’s Kitchen Lends a Hand

The New Inventors is a fascinating search for the most amazing inventions
and trend-setting designs, with creations from a new generation of
inventors beavering away in their studios, sheds, laboratories and
kitchens. Celebrate the art of invention and design in each episode as
three inventors pitch their prototypes to a panel of architects, designers,
engineers and scientists, who evaluate the idea on its merits.

Former cooking show contestant, Poh Ling Yeow, pulls up her sleeves
and lends a hand to people who are using cooking to help heal, inspire
and change lives. Poh creates food for the homeless in her hometown,
works with a community program getting troubled young people off the
street, helps a team of cooks with disabilities and cooks at a camp for
troubled teens. At the end of the series Poh visits the slums of a country
in Southeast Asia; a personal and life changing trip.

Don’t miss ‘Inventor of the Year’ and other special group winners in the
grand finale.
286 half hour primetime episodes (7 series) non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

154 x 27’ (4 series) non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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Two hit series on VTV Vietnam.

6 x 30’ non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

The Cook and the Chef

The Einstein Factor

She has a reputation for home cooking. He creates five-star restaurant
masterpieces on a daily basis. She’s a self-taught, instinctive cook.
He’s a highly trained professional. Meet Maggie Beer and Simon Bryant
- they might come from opposite ends of the zucchini, but they agree
on one thing - The Cook and the Chef is bigger than both of them.
Transforming local seasonal produce into dishes you can’t wait to
re-create, this is the perfect recipe for TV - she cooks, he chefs, and
together, they sizzle.

Contestants put their passions to the test and pit their knowledge against
another’s with the ultimate goal in their sights – to win The Einstein Factor
Grand Final! This is the offbeat quiz show that balances wit and wisdom,
where ordinary people share their in-depth knowledge of bizarre hobbies
and past times. To win, they have to beat other contestants and a panel
of learned challengers called ‘The Brains Trust’ in front of a live studio
audience.

244 x 30’ (6 series) long running half hour or hour non scripted
Sparkz Production

7

Lifestyle and Entertainment

Lifestyle and Entertainment

Collectors

Next Stop Hollywood

From the quirky to the classy to the downright kitsch, Collectors is a

A series about a group of ambitious young actors as they embark on the

series on collectibles and the people who feel compelled to collect them,

toughest journey of their lives – to land their dream role in Hollywood.

featuring a panel - an antiques dealer, a museum curator and a sociologist
- who share the passion. The series features regular studio guests, a
weekly ‘auction’, ‘mystery object’ segments and an interactive competition.
Collectors celebrates the fascinating history, nostalgia and design that
drives collectors everywhere.

Experience their challenges and successes first-hand as they leave families
and friends behind in search of silver-screen success. Follow their journey
as they navigate their way around an unfamiliar city, attend audition after
audition and finally, receive the call they’ve been waiting for. Who will have
what it takes to make it?

Over 250 episodes.
Half hour and hour (7 series) non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

6 x 30’ non scripted
Matchbox Pictures

Auction Room

Quickies in My Kitchen

These are the stories behind the sales in some of Australia’s leading
auction houses. Each episode follows people as they put their treasured
possessions under the hammer and then captures the charged atmosphere
of auction night. Prior to auction, drama is high as experts trace the
history, provenance and the all important dollar value of the items.

Be inspired in the kitchen by delicious, quick and easy recipes. Hosted
by an entertaining local foodie, the series sees them share their favourite
simple recipes that anyone can create. The host mixes their enthusiasm
for cooking with a sprinkling of charm to create the perfect recipe for
encouraging viewers to re-create culinary delights at home.

On the big night, all eyes are on the auctioneers as everyone waits for
the hammer to fall.

20 x 30’ (2 series) non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

13 x 30’ non scripted
Mago Films

Sleuth 101

Dream Build

The whodunit game show with a comedic twist. Each week a celebrity
comedian tests their detective skills and attempts to solve a murder in
front of a live studio audience and a trusty band of suspects and victims.
With no script, they rely on witness interviews, footage flashbacks, forensic
evidence and their own observations. Sleuth 101 proves that murder can
take place in any setting at anytime including, a reality cooking show, a
hair salon, during late night radio, in an art class or at Christmas lunch.

Follow a group of owners lucky enough to turn the dream of building
their own homes into a spectacular reality. In each episode the front door
opens to one of 11 contemporary and cutting edge homes, revealing what
can happen when the brief is pushed on design and budget. Each owner
shares their experience of throwing down ambitious and challenging
briefs to their architect. The architects reveal their design secrets and how
they rose to the challenge to give their client the home of their dreams.

A unique crime and comedy format can be tailored from 30 - 60 mins.
8 x 30’ non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

8

27 x 10’ (2 Series) non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

9

Lifestyle and Entertainment
Beat the Chef

Review

If you’re over the domestic goddess and the naked chef or need an idea for

While other critics waste time with trivial matters such as film, food

dinner tonight, then Beat the Chef, a new food and cooking contest, has

or art, one man – Myles Barlow – dares to review all facets of life – our

just the right ingredients. A fashionably retro kitchen set is the scene for a
confrontation between a pair of amateur cooks, a professional chef, a pair
of live wire hosts, a concealed ‘must use’ ingredient and a ticking clock.

experiences, our emotions, our deepest, darkest desires – to rate them

Each program features two challengers, at least one of whom is a capable
cook, who are determined to prepare a better meal than a talented
professional chef. With one central ingredient revealed to the team around
which a dish must be conceived, the competitors raid the fridge and a well
stocked pantry to conjure up a meal in moments. Twenty-five minutes and
time’s up!

Half-hour series
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Comedy

AWARD

12 x 30’ & 1 x 30’ Christmas special (2 series) scripted
Starchild Productions

Dream Gardens

Mother and Son

Hosted by one of Australia’s leading landscape designers, each episode

A multi-award winning comedy about a forgetful widow, Maggie, and her
long-suffering son, Arthur. Maggie would have Arthur tied to her apron
strings – if she could only remember where she put the apron! Each
episode portrays yet another touchingly funny scrap between Maggie
and Arthur as she tries to stay one dotty but nimble step ahead of her
‘boy’. Its universal themes will strike a chord around the world – caring
for an elderly parent suffering from dementia, the break-up of a marriage,
conflicting feelings of familial obligations.

of Dream Gardens sees one unloved outdoor space transformed. From the
first spade hitting the ground to the incredible end result, Dream Gardens
captures some of the most imaginative and challenging garden designs in
the country as they come to life. Join the host as they step into a variety
of gardens and follow the owners and Australia’s best designers as they
battle weather, absent tradesmen shifting design visions and budget
blowouts. Providing practical tips and a look at spectacular established
gardens that provide clues and inspiration for the challenges faced by the
owners in each episode. This series celebrates great gardens and the best
of design.

24 x 30’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

AWARD

Half-hour series, non-scripted
That’s Nice Productions
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WINNER

WINNER

out of five stars. Comedy Central USA remade the series for the local
audience, which ran for three hit seasons, gaining a cult following. The
New York Times hailed season two of the US version of Review as a
“drolly hilarious” show that “breaks all moulds” and The New Yorker
described it as “surprisingly profound…poking fun at a specific brand
of professional privilege”.

AWARD

42 x 30’ (6 series) scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

WINNER

Now on its tenth version.

Myf Warhurst’s Nice

Lowdown

A down-to-earth local host takes viewers on a cultural crusade to explore
the favourite things from their youth - music, food, fashion, photography,
art and design. Embracing cultural icons of the past - the stuff you’d find in
your own living room rather than in a gallery or museum - the series looks
at what moulds us into what we are today. Six themed episodes explore
everything from the awkward family portrait to the humble dim sim, to
questionable fashion choices and an unhealthy obsession with cheesy
love duets.

A multi award winning narrative comedy series that shines a spotlight on
a man whose job it is to feed the public’s insatiable appetite for celebrity
gossip: a man who’ll risk life and limb to secure every scandalous scoop.
Narrated by Academy Award-winner Geoffrey Rush, Lowdown is fresh,
fast and funny, with a generous serve of heart-and-soul.

AWARD

2 Series 16 x 30’ scripted
High Wire Films

WINNER

11

Comedy

Comedy

12 x 30 (2 series) scripted
Scarlett Pictures

8 x 30’ (1 series) scripted
Princess Pictures

12

Double the Fist

Irreverent and politically incorrect, Black Comedy is a fast-paced

Using slapstick comedy, off-the-wall story lines and sophisticated special

sketch comedy featuring a fantastic ensemble cast of indigenous

effects, the Fist team of “lifestyle vigilantes” wage war on mediocrity

writers, performers and special guest cameo appearances. Comprising
observational and physical sketches, historical pieces and parodies of
TV, film and commercials, each episode has a longer ‘spine’ sketch that
provides a sense of cohesion and narrative drive. Some of the lively
characters include the Tiddas – two of the most competitive, over the
top gay blackfellas; Mavis the mean-mouthed cleaning woman; the
Housewives of Narromine and Deadly Dave who can fix anything.

wherever they find it. This fast-paced comedy adventure series celebrates
and satirises contemporary social issues and popular culture.

Series three coming soon.

AWARD

16 x 30’ (2 series) scripted
Princess Pictures

Black Comedy

WINNER

16 x 30’ (2 series) scripted
Fistworthy Productions /
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

AWARD
WINNER

It’s A Date

This is Littleton

Now in its second series, this hilarious narrative comedy explores the trials
and tribulations of the dating world. Each episode thematically links two
self-contained dates as they bravely head toward desire or disaster, as
different cast members comprising of respected local performers tackle a
different set of situations that address a new question exploring the ten-

A character-based sketch comedy series set in the thriving Town Hall of
the fictitious City of Littleton. From planning and animal control to support
groups and choir practice, Littleton’s Town Hall is a hive of activity, and full
of the familiar oddballs we encounter in the streets, at family gatherings
and occasionally on commercial current affairs shows.

sion, expectation and complication of finding true love. Should you have
sex on a first date? Does age matter? How accurate are first impressions?
How important is honesty on a first date?
Winner of C21 2013 FRAPA Format of the Year.
4 x 27’ scripted
High Wire Films

I Rock

Twentysomething

A narrative comedy series that follows a struggling indie rock band.
Frontman Nash Taylor is a wannabe rock god desperately trying to hide
his inner nerd. Armed with big ambitions and even bigger insecurities,
Nash loves being part of the hip indie music scene, even if it doesn’t always
love him back. Now, after too many supports and not enough headliners,
it’s time to take the band to the next level. But with no money, no label and
his do-gooder younger brother managing the band, Nash has his work cut
out for him. And he’s about to suffer a blow that may undo all his grand
schemes... Nash Taylor is about to fall in love...

Whether it is finding out how you got home last night or what to do with
the rest of your life, the twentysomething world is filled with massive highs,
heart breaking lows and plenty of drinks in between.

12 x 30’ (2 series) scripted
High Wire Films and Electric Living Productions
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Comedy

Comedy

AWARD

22 x 30’ (2 series) non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

WINNER

You Can’t Ask That

Dirty Laundry Live

Giving an unmediated platform to some of the most misunderstood and

Get ready to embrace the shame of our obsession with celebrity and

marginalised people in society, the series offers genuine insight into

fame on the comedy game show Dirty Laundry Live. The host – a local

those living with labels. The show’s format is simple – naive, cheeky or
uncomfortable questions are posed to stereotyped groups and they in turn
respond, direct to camera, with raw and authentic answers drawn from
their own experiences.

comedian – and the panels of guest celebrities pull apart the major pop
culture stories of the week in an unpredictable, irreverent and unscripted
live-to-air quiz show. In an integrated multi-screen experience, viewers can
interact with the program by taking part in quiz questions and polls, with
results discussed live on the show.

At times funny, poignant, offensive and heart-breaking, the show quickly
became one of the most watched series in 2016 for ABC iview, and has
won a prestigious Rose d’Or.
44 x 45’ (3 Series) non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Series three coming soon.

Back Seat Drivers

Tractor Monkeys

Local comedians become cab drivers for one night and ask their
passengers the big ‘life’ questions. As the passengers are met with
unexpected questioning, audiences are drawn into and captivated by
personal stories.

A comedy quiz show that has mined ABC TV’s wonderful and at times eye
opening material to create a romp through recent fads, trends and social
phenomena. With a bunch of some of Australia’s best comedians along for
the ride.

11 x 30’ non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

An ongoing series including specials, non scripted
High Wire Films
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Half hour series (2 series) non scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

The Agony of Life Series

8MMM Aboriginal Radio

A modern (tongue-in-cheek) take on the classic newspaper advice column,
this series is a hilarious compendium for surviving the perils and pitfalls of
modern life. Presented by well known ‘agony aunts and uncles’, the series
takes a comical look at the different aspects of 21st century existence
through the eyes of wise and witty comedians, writers, actors and key media
personalities. The series provides a chance to share unique local perspectives
on a variety of topics in an informal and entertaining way.

In the middle of nowhere, in Central Australia, is Alice Springs, a sacred
place for Aboriginal people, a magnet for Missionaries, Mercenaries and
Misfits and the home of 8MMM Aboriginal Radio, where the locals meet
the 3Ms. For the 3Ms of Alice Springs, ‘saving’ Aboriginal people from
themselves is hard work. For Aboriginal people, being ‘saved’ all the
time is exhausting. As the motley crew at 8MMM broadcasts the daytoday goings on of Alice Springs, they find ignorance and interference
at every turn - and that’s before they’ve left the building. A comedy
about tolerance, self-determination and cultural misunderstanding.

Agony Aunts 6 x 30’ HD

The Agony of Modern Manners 6 x 30’ HD

Agony Uncles 6 x 30’ HD
The Agony of Life 8 x 30’ HD

The Agony of the Mind 1 x 57’ HD
Agony 6 x 30’ HD

The Agony of Christmas 1 x 30’ HD

6 x 30’ scripted
Brindle Films, Princess Pictures
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Drama

Factual
MDA

Hitting Home

Hospitals can be dangerous places. Mistakes can be made. Lives can

Headline stories of domestic violence dominate the papers, all too often

be seriously shattered or lost. When that happens someone has to pay.

ending in murder. Award-winning journalist Sarah Ferguson spent six

That’s when doctors turn to MDA – the medical defence and indemnity
organisation that must negotiate its way through ethical minefields and
around litigious lawyers.

months on the frontline of domestic violence meeting with women and
children who are affected, as well as with the perpetrators of violence.
With unprecedented access to forensic doctors, specialist police officers,
prisons and courts, Sarah goes in search of answers to some of the most
important questions about domestic violence.

A multi award winning series and nominated for an International
Emmy Award.

56 x 60’ (3 series) scripted
A Screentime Production for ABC TV

AWARD

AWARD

WINNER

WINNER

2 x 55’ HD
In Films

Love is a Four Letter Word

Catalyst

Set in an inner-city bar, Angus, Albee and Paul are part of the ‘you can
have it all’ generation. Everything’s available to them - the best jobs, the
sexiest lovers, the hottest bodies. They don’t have to be monogamous,
have kids, be heterosexual, hold down a job, love their families or
necessarily even be sane. No wonder they’re a little bewildered! This

A multi award winning science series that makes sense of our world.

classic drama series is about life, love and everything in between.

AWARD

26 x 30’ scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

13 x 55’ scripted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
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One-hour and half-hour versions
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

The Catalyst team of science journalists investigate the ‘real world’
implications, ethics and politics behind the ‘hot button’ issues of today:
climate change; nuclear-solar-wind-tidal- geothermal power; DNA and
genome technology, medical miracles and the ongoing ‘mind-expanding
discoveries’ into the workings of the human brain. Every episode tells us
something we didn’t know, takes us somewhere we’ve never been and
introduces us to concepts that are beyond belief.

WINNER

Secrets

Beneath New Zealand

Secrets is a world of intrigue, paranoia and hidden agendas, where
nothing is ever quite as it seems. The FIRM is a small, secret, government
agency dealing with national security in a world where the old lines
defining enemies and allies are now blurred. At the same time however,
the perils of international organised crime and terrorist group activity
have raised the stakes higher than ever before. This gripping classic
13-part series stars internationally acclaimed, award-winning Australian
actress, Rachel Griffiths.

A visually sumptuous exploration on why this beautiful land is so dynamic
and ever-changing. Enhanced by stunning CGI and high on interesting
‘takeaway’ science, this series takes an expert guided journey across New
Zealand’s two islands, uncovering the scientific facts about its evolving
landscape. New Zealand is also steeped in Maori mythology – and along
the way there are detours into fascinating legends about the natural
environment. Beneath New Zealand is a compelling combination of science
and mythology.
3 x 43’ HD
WildBear & Making Movies
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Factual

Factual
Restoration Australia
(aka Life in Ruins)

72 Dangerous Animals
This enthralling series looks at 72 deadly animals with explanatory
graphics, animation, eyewitness accounts, expert opinions and real life

Many old historic buildings lie forgotten and neglected in the countryside,
tangled up in red tape and development restrictions, or just slowly
mouldering into decay. Filmed over two years, Life in Ruins watches
as seven of these wonderful old buildings – from Georgian mansions
to colonial pug and pine huts – are transformed. Our host follows the
process, showcasing the lives of these people as they strive to restore
their heritage ruins.

victims. By combining real life stories, beautifully-filmed footage, and
a host of characters who work and live with these unique animals, each
animal is fully investigated to determine just how dangerous and life
threatening it is.

36 x 45 (3 series - LATAM, Australia, Asia)
Showrunner Productions

21 x 60’ (3 series) HD
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

72 Dangerous Places to Live

Kids on Speed?

The Earth can be a very dangerous place to live. Devastation can take on
many guises; hurricanes lashing southern United States, blistering fires
sweeping Australia’s bushland, earthquakes crumbling cities in one bold
seismic move, sink holes swallowing homes into darkness and walls of
water hurtling toward island continents. With first-hand accounts from
the people that live there, 72 Dangerous Places to Live is a fascinating
discovery of the world’s riskiest places to live.

Part observational documentary, part clinical intervention and part social
experiment. A team of experts, led by a dynamic Clinical Psychologist,
put four families with children suspected of having Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), through a cutting edge evidence based
intervention program. The stakes are high as the families are at the end

6 x 45’ HD
Showrunner Productions

12 x 30’ HD
Showrunner Productions
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of their tether and the experts put their reputations on the line.

3 x 55’ HD
Essential Media and Entertainment

72 Cutest Animals

Bench to Bedside

Visually stunning and packed with scientific facts, 72 Cutest Animals is
a countdown and an investigation of the cutest animals in the world.
From gorillas to bats and koalas to cats, this series uncovers the unusual
characteristics that actually make an animal cute – and it’s more than just
a pretty face! With explanatory graphics and accounts from experts and
everyday animal lovers, each creature is fully assessed and ranked on the
cuteness scale.

True stories, real diseases and high stakes, this award-winning series
follows the inspirational stories of people and animals living with serious
illnesses and conditions, and the incredible biomedical research that hopes
to save their lives. Each episode delves into real-life medical situations
and enters the laboratories where incredible cutting-edge research and
scientific breakthroughs are changing outcomes for people and animals.
It provides the vital link from the laboratory bench to the patient’s bedside.

12 x 30’ HD
FBR Media

19

Factual

60 x 5’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Children’s
Story Hunters

Play School

Story Hunters is a showcase for short, news-based feature stories by

Entertaining preschoolers now for 50 years, Play School provides new

emerging video journalists. A combination of credible, fact-based

experiences and learning opportunities through music, crafts, stories,

journalism as well as opinionated, comical and satirical content, Story
Hunters finds untold stories and explores fresh angles to existing ones.
The public is invited to directly engage with its content via social media.
They suggest story ideas, provide grassroots intel to shape pieces and
give feedback once a story is up, allowing the series to live 24/7. Working
with a small support team, three dedicated VJs travels the country, talking
to our audience about great Australian stories. Story Hunters is engaged
storytelling that is lean, innovative and always surprising. Story Hunters finding the stories you want told.

games, ideas and information. The series aims to encourage a child
to wonder, to think, to feel and to imagine, engaging children through
two warm, caring people taking the time to be with one child. Into this
relationship are woven the stories, songs and activities that form the fabric
of the local children’s culture. Each program contains a story, some songs
and a variety of play ideas with things to make and do. Each week has a
theme which is developed in different ways depending on the day.

AWARD

Ongoing series
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

WINNER

Playschool Story Time format also available.

Moment of Truth

Play School Adventures

Moment of Truth is a user-generated documentary series that explores
people’s hidden lives. Each story builds to a surprising personal
confession and / or revelatory moment of truth. Sins, secrets, lies and
truths are revealed direct to camera and in certain instances will also
include shared revelations with family members and friends. Emotional,
hard-hitting and intimate, Moment of Truth showcases the drama of life
as told through the personal experiences of people like us.

The proven popularity and strength of Play School has seen it spin off
into five short form Play School Adventure series’. Each series features
a favourite Play School hero character - Big Ted, Little Ted, Jemima,
Humpty, Maurice - as they go on adventures that are familiar to the lives of
preschoolers. Each character is accompanied by a friendly Play School host.
Little Ted’s Big Adventure 20 x 3’ HD
Jemima’s Big Adventure 10 x 3’ HD
Big Ted’s Big Adventure 20 x 4’ HD

10 x 10’
Fredbird CDK SUPER Pty Ltd

ongoing hourly series
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

20

Humpty’s Big Adventure 16 x 4’ HD

3-4’ HD series
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Maurice’s Big Adventure 12 x 6’ HD

Q&A

Let’s Get Inventin’

Q&A is a longrunning panel discussion program that focuses mostly
on politics but ranges across all the big issues that set people thinking,
talking and debating. Driven by interaction, it provides a rare opportunity
for people to directly question and hold to account politicians and key
opinion leaders in a national public forum and is broadcast live so that not
only the studio audience but also the wider audience can get involved.
The program is presented from a range of locations around the country
and everyone is encouraged to get involved through social media as well
as by joining the audience. The aim is to reflect a diverse range of views.

Ever seen a Papernator? What about a human sized Zorb called the Power
Ball, an H2O Bomb Blaster or a hamster powered toy bike? In Let’s Get
Inventin’, see brilliant inventions made by kids and tested by kids. It proves
to children that they can create the rules and the adult world will follow.
Series 6 nominated for an International Emmy Award

6 half hour series | Kids 8-12 years
Series 1 - 2 – Television Spaceman,
Series 3 - 6 – Luke Nola and Friends

AWARD
WINNER
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Children’s

Children’s
My Great Big Adventure

What Do You Know?

An important resource for tweens and young teens aged 10-14, My

A fast, furious and frantic game show featuring two teams competing over

Great Big Adventure aims to help younger people deal with challenging

four rounds for the chance to be the biggest Know-It-All. The show has two

situations. Kids tell their own stories, share their experiences and offer
advice on bullying, family friction, technology, friendship, stress, winning
and losing, body image, happiness, identity and disability in a way that
empowers and engages kids. My Great Big Adventure reinforces the idea
that no matter how difficult things are, there’s always something one can
do to make things better.

teams of three contestants aged between 12 - 15 years, each led by a team
captain who is armed with their special subject such as ‘Star Wars’,
‘Fashion’ or ‘Steam Trains’. The top teams throughout the series go on to
compete in Finals Week where they battle it out to decide who will become
the ultimate What Do You Know? champions.

Series 1: 10 x 20’, Series 2: 9 x 15’ + 1 x 30’ special | Kids 10-14 years
Series 1 – The Glorious Picture Company
Series 2 – Australian Broadcasting Corporation

65 x 26’ non scripted
Ambient Entertainment in association with
the Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Giggle and Hoot

The Amazing House

Giggle and Hoot is a phenomenally successful children’s program created
by ABC TV. Made up of day and night-time blocks, Giggle and Hoot
segments feature in between scheduled children’s programs, providing
a means of introducing upcoming shows while keeping children fully
engaged, entertained, and loyally returning to the block each day.

Through a magical mixture of fun and adventure, children are taken
on a journey exploring words that start with a particular letter sound.
Each episode is a clever combination of drawing, colours, numbers,
animation, magic, singing, music, cooking, plus local attractions and
animals. The series helps to build a solid foundation in reading, writing,
spelling, grammar and punctuation through the different aspects of
each episode. It’s learning made fun!

Kidscreen Award Winner 2012.

AWARD

Scripted interstitials - various durations
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

WINNER

26 x 26’
The Amazing House

Stay Tuned

Pet Superstars

Join music bloggers Joel and Nicole as they dig the dirt, sneak around
backstage and get to the truth of the matter. Stay Tuned is the

Pet Superstars is a light-hearted and entertaining interstitial series
celebrating the unique bond kids share with the family pet.

multiplatform, multi-band, interactive music show. It’s about song writing,
making music videos and album covers, performing on stage, secrets of
the tour bus, favourite obsessions and karaoke sins - all the really juicy
stuff you want to know.

The series goes inside the homes and imaginations of 8 -12 year olds, to
experience the love and chaos surrounding these special relationships.
With a rip-snorting blend of heart and humour, Pet Superstars makes
great viewing for the whole family.

AWARD

60 x 15’ (2 series) non scripted
The Feds

22

WINNER

13 x 3 or 4’
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

23
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